
Earlier crossbar toll offices using the No. 4 Or A4A switching systems must
, be couverted to include the features of the new 4A system needed for na·

,\ tionwide dialing. In the No. 4 systems, changes and replacement of major
equipment units are necessary. In the A4A, these changes were anticipated
and the replacements have been reduced to a minimum. Six No.4 and thir

teen A4A offices will be ehanged to indude the new features as conditions
require, to implement the toll dialing plan aud expedite the widespread
use of direct distance dialing by telephone customers.

Described in a series of earlier RECORD' articles/"
the 4A toll crossbar sWifching system is the product
of a long-term plan looking toward nationwide
customer dialing. This has been a continually
growing process, both in conception and imple
mentation, closely paralleling the growth of local
mechanical switching of customer lines. As the
lOCal dial plant expanded, it was a natural step for
operators to use silllilar methods to complete toll
calls to nearby towns. As "nearbys" increased in
distance, the demand grew for more suitable facili-

• RECORD. Oct., 1953, page 369; Dec" 1953, page 481;
Aug" 1954, page 295; Nov, 1954, page 431; Feb., 1954,
page 65; Mar., 1955, page 93; Apr., 1955, pages 141 and 149.

Above - Conversion of the A4A office at Dallas il
lustrates the use of both the older trouble indica
tor. seen in the foreground, and the new trouble
recorder u,sed with the 4A system. When conver
sion is complete, the trouble indicator is removed.
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ties for operator toll dialing. 'This demand was
answered il1 the 1920's and 1930's by the develop
ment of "step-by-step" type toll dialing equip
ment, and a number of networks were set up in
various parts of the country using this eqUipment.
Subsequently, the increasing uSe of common-con
trol principles in the 1930's provided such a high
order of versatility and reliability that their use was
a "natural" for toll SWitching applications.

The Ilrst development of common-control equip
ment for toll switching was the No.4 toll crossbar
system, and the first office of this type was i~stalled
in Philadelphia in 1943. Since that time, five others
have been installed - in the larger metropolitan
areas of New York, Chicago, Cleveland, Oakland,
and Boston. The system was designed to permit
operator dialing into areas having local equipment
of the panel or crossbar type, hut it could also in
terconnect with step-hy-step areas. The funda
rnentalc;oding'plan, however, was ,the same as that
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Fig. 1 - Tlte circuit anits of a No.4 or A4A system. The
mar'ker route relays aTe used for limited alternate Touting.

Fig. 2 - When a No. 4 or A4A office is converted, the
marker connector becomes a de'coder connector, the trouble
indicator becomes a trouble recorder, and thema.,-ker route
relays are 'replaced by several equipme(lt units. A decoder
and decoder translator provide limited alternate routing in
stage 1, and foreign translators and associated equipment
enlarge this function in stage 3.
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components were designed so that they could be
modified for CSP operation, rather than entirely
replaced .as i~ No.4. The c;onversion requirements,
therefore, differ for NO.4 and A4A offices.

Conversion of these offices centers on the com
mOI)-control equipment, and provision was made
for this in the engineering and installation. In both
the No. 4 and A4A system, a marker obtains the
called code from, a sender and, with its associated
route relays, performs all functions necessary to
locate an idle trunk, select a path through the link
frames, and instruct the sender on what to pulse
outward. In the 4A system, a decoder and, card-

used in the previous step-by-step intertoll dialing
system. Codes represented trunk-groups rather- thajl
destinations, and toll operators calling a given tele
phone from different remote points would; in gen
eral, use different codes to correspond with the dif
ferent trunk groups selected. As in the step-by
step system, a trunk-group code was absorbed at
each switching point and the number of digits
dialed by the various operators was, therefore, pro
pOl·tional to the number of switching points in
volved in establishing the connection. In the No.4
system, a maximum of fourteen digits was used,
comprising three, three-digit trunk-group codes
plusthe called customer's number.-The connections
were therefore limited to three toll offices in tan
dem plus the terminating local office. This coding
plan, not being universal, precluded the use of
full automatic alternate routing.

Even before the later No.4 offices were installed,
the broad outlines of a nationwide dialing plan
were beginning to take shape in the minds of the
toll system planners. The foundation of this plan
is the use of destination codes to give each cus
tomer a distinctive ten or eleven digit number not
conflicting with that of any other Ctlstomer in the
nation. This universal number is used regardless
of the point of origin of the 'call and permits full
automatic multi-alternate routing. Other require
ments, such· as six-digit translation, code conver
sion, and the variable spilling of digits, followed
naturally.. However, some time would elapse be·
fore all these features could be developed for the
forthcoming 4A system. In the meantime, the in
creasing toll business demanded immediate expan
sion" of -. -automatic switching facilities. Although
it was realized that all early installations would
later be integrated into the nationwide dialing' sys
tem; it was felt that the flexibility of the commOn
control equipment would permit future conversion
to 4A operation. The five installations of No. 4
equipment after Philadelphia were therefore au
thorize? with certain far-Sighted arrangements for
facilitating these future conversions.

Within two to three years, certain of the nation
wide dialing features had been developed, and it
was decided to include them in interim installations
known as the A4A (Advance 4A). This system
incorporated some Control Switching Poiut (CSP)
features, such as limited code conversion, variable
spill forward, and limited automatic alternate rout
ing, thereby permitting part of the operating ad
vantages and economies of the final design to. be
realized early. In addition, certain of its eqUipment
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routing codes of th~ earlier system. The new equip
ment allows systematic replacement of the remain
ing No. 4 or A4A common-control equipment by
4A components.

Conversion of a No. 4 or A4A office is divided
into three main stages:

(1) Two 4A markers are added per train, along
with two decoders and decoder translators, as
shown in Figure 2, and approximately thirty new
senders plus the associated connectors and test
equipment. The senders are added into the sender
link multiple as though they were senders of the
old type. Whether a· call is complete~ by the
No.4 (or A4A) or. the 4A common-control equip
ment depends entirely \lpon the random selection
of one or the other type of sender at the sender
link frame. Naturally, the traffic operating prac
tices and routing codes used must be uniform and
will, therefore, be limited by the earlier marker
and sender capabilities.

(2) Individual markers and groups of approxi
mately fifteen No. 4 senders are replaced (A4A
senders are only modified) in successive steps by
corresponding 4A equipment. As eacb intertoll or
combined 4A marker is installed, another decoder
and its associated decoder translator are added.

(3) Other equipment required to provide 4A
CSP features is added. This includes foreign-area
translators as needed,' 'the alternate-route traffic~

Fig. 4 - Excess cable is looped on auxiliary racks to pro
vide fOT connecting to future- 4A markers.

Fig. 3~ Some of the cables and hundreds of wires
to be changed in converting a marker connector: to
a decoder connector for 4A operation.
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translator do the work implied hy their names,
and a marker only locates and sets up the connec
tions to the called trunk. Figures 1 and 2 show
the differences between the common-control com
ponents of earlier systems and of the 4A system.

In a working office, the replacement of certain
No. 4 or A4A common-control equipment by the
4A equivalent must be done without impairment
of service. To accomplish this, the original instal
lations omit the two lowest-numbered markers in
each switching train, reserve some floor space for
future 4A equipment, and loop certain office cables
at these locations for later use with the new equip
ment. Figure 4 indicates this looping of cables in
a typical A4A installation.

Omitting two markers in each train provides
"elbow room" for substituting the 4A equipment
without loss of traffic capacity. Markers connect
to the incoming and outgOing link frames and
block relay frames. Each of these frames has con
nectors for ten markers, and omitting two No. 4
or A4A markers permits connecting like-numbered
4A markers in their places so that both types of
common control units have access to the links and
block relays. Installing the associated senders, de
coders, card translators, and other equipment per
mits operation as a combined No.4 (or A4A) and
4A office, limited to traffic operating practices and
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control frame, and group-busy relay drcuit~, to
permit six-digit translation and full automatic, multi
alternate routing as trunks are made available.

Relatively minor modifications in some of the
previonsly installed frames and racks are alsO m,ade
in stage 1, for operation .with the 4A common
control equipment. During stages 1 and 2, when
the mixed common-control equipment is in opera
tion, it is necessary to use both the 4A trouble re
corder and the No.4 or A4A trouble indicator for'
maintenance of' their respective equipments, and
a special lockout circuit is provided to avoid inter-,
ference over their common connections to the link
frames. This period of dual operation, and the
final location of the larger trouble recorder frame
in the maintenance center lineup in place of the
trouble indicator frame, required special provision
in the origioal installations., Extra space was left
alongside the trouble indicator alld sufficient slack
was left in the cables to 'permit moviog it to, the
location sbown in the headpiece. At the end of the
second stage, the trouble indicator is no longer
required and can be readily removed. '

To provide sufficient sender capacity during the
periods when, the older senders are being con
verted, so-called "interim" or "swiog;' senders of
the new design are furnished for temporary sub
stitution. These senders appear on their own de
coder connector frames, but are temporarily con
nected into the sender link multiple in the loca
tions of senders being converted and thus out of
service. When this latter group is restored to serv
ice with the new features, the interim sender con
nections at the sender link frames are "swung" to
the locations of a second group and so on. At the
end of the conversion, these interim senders are
connected permanently intothe multiple.

Thus far, conversion procedures have been de
scribed broadly enough to apply to either a No.4
or A4A office. As mentioned earlier, however,
these offices diHer in the extent of their built-in'
CSP features. A4A senders differ in only a few
respects from the 4A senders, and require only
relatively minor modifications for CSP operation.
The A4A marker connector was designed with 4A
decoder connector requirements in mind so that
it too could be converted in the field. These modi
fications are much more extensive than those for
the senders, but are confined within the frame so
that the office cabling can be reused without
change. A converted A4A office, therefore, is in all
major respects the same as a 4A office.

This is not true for a converted No. 4 office.
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Fig. 5 - Three of the many senders at Dallas.

There is a basic difference in the outpulsing ar
rangements between the No.4 system, on the one
hand, and the A4A and 4A on the other. In the
latter, incoming senders are equipped for outward
dial-pulsing, while in No. 4 they can outpulse
only MF (multifrequency) or dc key pulses and
require the services of an outgoiog sender for dial
pulsing. Changing to t~e 4A arrangement from the
No. 4 conversions would have required modifica
tions of all trunk circuits handling this traffic, re
moval of all the associated outgOing senders and
sender links, and provision of additional fioor space
for the larger 4A incoming senders. Retaining the
No. 4 outpulsing arrangements permitted the de
sign of neW incoming' senders that, are physically
interchangeable with the No.4 senders.

These new senders not only mount in -the space
on the frames formerly occupied by the No. 4
senders, but re-use their terminal strips. Sender
replacement involves disconnecting the, No. 4
sender local cable from these strips and reconnect
ing the terminal strips to leads furnished in the new,
sender local cable. The office cables remain ,con
nected to the terminal strips during these opera
tions, and senders are therefore repillced without
removiog frames or major recabling.

These basic diHerences in the conversion arrange
ments for No. 4 offices preclude calling them 4A
offices when converted, even though the CSP fea
tures and many equipment components are iden-
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tical. It has been decided, therefore, to identify
them as 4M toll switching system offices, the "M"
stemming from early discussions on modiflcations
for CSP operation. For lhe 4M offices, new senders
and 4A decoder connectors are required, in addi
tion to the other 4A common-control equipment
furnished for A4A conversions. A further· require
ment for the 4M conversions is the necessity for
certain preconversion changes, occasioned by dif
ferences between the in-pulsing arrangements of
the No. 4' and 4M senders and by the rapid growth
of some of the existing No.' 4 offices.

Since the No.4 and 4M senders are mixed in the
same sender link frame groups during conversion,
it is imperative that they be compatible in regard
to types of pulsing and the number of digits' re
ceivable. No. 4 senders 'can receive dial, MF, and
de key-pulsed; fourteen-digit codes, with three
digits being absorbed at each switching point.
4M senders are arranged only for dial and MF
eleven-digit codes that can be pulsed on to the
next switching point, either completely or in part,
as in the 4A system. The pulsing of the complete
received code has recently been developed for
No.. 4 systems and it is necessary to provide this
"spill-forward" feature prior to conversion. Traffic
operating practices must be changed before any
4M senders are put in service to use codes with an
eleven-digit maximum, and it is also necessary' to
modify those switchboard positions and connecting
trunks arranged only for de key-pulsing, to out
pulse MF to operate with the 4M senders.

Growth in toll traffic has resulted in the equip
ping of some No. 4 offices with more than eight
markers, thus eliminating the "elbow room" for the
conversion. This elbow room must be restored and
toll traffic carried by tbe office must be reduced,
to permit removal of the extra markers. This will
be accomplished by various measures, such as the

Fig~ 6 - The multicontact relays of a marker con
nector are changed to decoder-connector operation.

installation of No. 4A, crossbar tandem, or trunk
concentrating equipment in the areas served by
No. 4 offices.

Converting the earlier crossbar toll switching
offices to CSP -operation. is a rather delicate and
prolonged process, since it involves a major change
in working equipment while service is being fur
nished. It is estimated that a conversion will take
about twice as long as a new installation of a like
size No. 4A office. Conversion of three of the thir
teen A4A offices is now complete; these offices are
at Pittsburgh, Dallas, and Washington, D. C. The
flrst of the six No.4 offices to be converted to 4M
will be Cleveland, .with the installation already
started. Plans provide for the conversion of all nine
teen No.4 and A4A installations by about 1965.
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